How a SaaS Company
Knows it’s Time to Graduate
from Google Analytics

You make business decisions using
bad data or no data at all.
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The Path to Growth is
Paved with Good Data

As a start-up or small business, you’re often so focused on building the next
feature or hitting a deadline, you don’t take a step back to see whether or not
you’re solving the right problems for your users. Ask yourself: Do you understand
the problems your users face? Do you know who your users are, where they come
from or how they go from new user to power user? These are all critical data
points that should dictate direction for product and marketing teams and without
them, you could lead your team down the wrong path.
We all have a tendency towards bias when we
make decisions. In the absence of good data
and data analysis, we tend to either defer to
the opinion of the highest paid person in the
room (i.e. the HiPPO effect), to depend on the
most recent phenomena we’ve experienced
as an indicator of the direction we should go
(recency bias), or seek out information that
proves our own hypotheses (confirmation
bias). As decision-making frameworks, these
are unhelpful at best and dangerous at worst
to the health of your business.

But if you’re using a behavioral analytics tool
that ties data to actual users, you can make
the best decisions for those users absent of
gut-checks, emotions and opinions. You can
make business-altering decisions based on
good data. If you’re like many start-ups and
small businesses, you might read that and say,
“We have Google Analytics so we’re covered!”
And to that we respond, “Maybe.”

Here are four indicators that will let you know it’s time to
graduate from Google Analytics.
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INDICATOR 01

Your team doesn’t have a common
definition of a power user or a north
star metric
If you get a range of answers when you ask your team to define a power user or north star
metric, it’s time to graduate from Google Analytics

Power Users
You need your power users. They are the foundation
on which a stable, growing business stands. If you
can’t define what makes a power user of your product (e.g. is it someone who completes 10 actions per
day, is it someone who logs in a certain amount of
times per month), you need better usage data to
understand your most loyal customers. If you don’t
know who your power users are, you need more detailed, person-level data to know who you should be
targeting. Every person in your company should be

able to answer how many current power users you
have, what percentage of your user base is considered a power user, and which feature(s) power users
are using the most. You should be able to quickly
see month over month growth of that segment of
users. Without accurate information on your power
users, you have no idea whether or not this key business segment is growing or shrinking, or which features you should be building to solve the segment’s
problems.

What defines a
power user?

How many power
users do we
currently have?

What percentage of
our user base is a
power user?

Has my power user
segment been
growing?

How did we
originally acquire
our power users?

Which features are
our power users
using most?
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01
INDICATOR 01

North Star Metric

Your North Star metric is the singular metric around which your teams must align. It is the
sole metric that measures whether the product is succeeding at solving your users’ problems. For example, at Kissmetrics our north star metric is the number of accounts not only
running a certain number of queries per month, but their key conversion events must also
be going up and to the right. We know that if our customers are using our product, and
growing, that they’re getting value from it. You’ll notice we don’t use revenue. That’s because
revenue is a lagging indicator. If your north star metric drops, you need to understand which
segment had the most influence in the drop so you can fix the actual problem. If your north
star metric rises, you need to know why so you can keep replicating that success. Without
data tied to actual users, you can’t begin to understand what causes your north star metric
to rise or fall. Without a sophisticated analytics tool, you’re making decisions in the dark, and
no amount of reports detailing bounce rate or time-on-site will help you.

If you have Kissmetrics you’ll know:
• In-depth data about each of your users that you can then use to create the segments
that make sense for your business. From this you can see which attributes power users
share so you can go out and find more of them. Google Analytics defines active users as a
browser that’s seen a session. If that’s not how you define active users, then you know it’s
time to graduate. An example of an active user definition from one of our own customers:
“Users who have played at least 3 games in the last 7 days.”
• Your users’ “Aha moments”. You’ll see each action (aka “events”) every user takes on your
site or within your product so you can better understand the key point(s) in the user
journey.
• The features each user segment is using and whether they’re using those features successfully. When you know how your users are using your product, you can more easily
and accurately define your north star.
• Whether or not certain user attributes or events are attributed to churn down the road.
• Your users’ entire customer journey. With automatic cross-device tracking, Kissmetrics
will show you every step your user took before signing up so you can recreate your most
successful pathways in new customers.
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Power Users Population

All Users vs Power Users
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INDICATOR 2

Your Team Makes Decisions Based on
Bounce Rate or Time on Site
Your business doesn’t run on vague numbers, neither should your reports.

You don’t want bounce rate, you want continuation rate.
With so much traffic data presented in your GA summary page it’s easy to get distracted trying to make
sense of metrics like Time-on-Site, and Bounce Rate.
We call data points like these vanity metrics because
they are superficial performance metrics that distract you from really understanding user behavior.
Your bounce rate is the percentage of sessions who
only had one page visit. So it’s not uncommon to
assume that reducing your bounce rate is a good
thing. But what really matters to your business is users converting. You need to know how many people
came to the site, didn’t bounce, and then went on
to convert. This way you can see if improving your
Bounce Rate is actually leading to more conversions.
The conversion rate between steps one and two of
the funnel of the screenshot below are the flip of

your bounce rate — we call this your Continuation
Rate. Continuation Rate is the percentage of users
who visited more than one page. Seen this way, your
continuation rate becomes part of the funnel, which
means it becomes easier to understand its effect on
conversions and your whole funnel conversion rate.
If your continuation rate rises, what happens to the
entire funnel’s conversions? That’s ultimately what
we want rising.
The Kissmetrics Funnel Report gives you all of this
information. It shows you how your different customer segments go through your funnel. Where
they originate from, who drops out and where. This
way, you can clearly see the influence of an improving continuation rate.

Continuation Rate = total visitors who visited more than one page / total visitors
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Another metric that won’t help you make any major business decision is Time-on-Site. This metric
seemingly represents the average amount of time
your users spent exploring your website. But if you
see that an average user’s time spent on your site is
over 10 minutes, does that mean you created such
engaging content, they had to keep reading? Or did
users simply leave the page open and move on to
another task or step away for lunch? We’ve looked
at the details on this for our users via Full Story and

LogRocket and if a handful of users do this, it can
severely skew your average making the data point
misleading at best and unusable at worst.
Better metrics to use are: the length of time it takes
a user to convert and understanding the marketing
content paths users take to the conversion point.
These data points will tell you the length of your
sales cycle as well as if there’s a piece of content that
proves integral to increasing user conversions.

Cohort Report:

If you have Kissmetrics you’ll know:

How Continuation Rate affects
your whole funnel.

The length of time it
takes users to convert.

Marketing paths your
converting users take.

Which segments bail out,
where, so you can develop
more targeted solutions.
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INDICATOR 3

Your Team Isn’t Building Features
Based on Customer Feedback
If your team can’t put together a targeted test group that can help uncover issues users are
having with your product, it’s time to graduate from Google Analytics.
Your users are people and you have to spend time
with them to know what they need. You need their
qualitative feedback if you’re going to solve problems
with your product and grow that north star metric.
You can’t do that if you don’t know who your users
are and what they are doing on your site. That’s why
you need an analytics tool with person-based tracking. At Kissmetrics, when we go to update a report,
we make sure the test group includes power users,
middle of the road users and people who have never used a similar feature before. We’ll also grab from
each segment that’s important for our business. That
way, we get a 360 degree viewpoint of the changes
we want to make. Without person-based tracking we
wouldn’t know who was doing what within our product, and thus which users to contact

Added Bonus: With person-based analytics tracking
in place, you can also verify that what your test subjects are saying they did, is actually what they did.
We are a data company, but we’re also a people
company. Not everything you do will be purely quantitative. Sometimes the answer comes from asking
“what stopped you from proceeding?” to the people
who fell out at a specific step of the funnel. You can
then hypothesize and run the numbers on if they
represent a larger segment of your user base. For
this, you need to be able to pull the people who fit
certain behavioral criteria.

If you have Kissmetrics you can

Track the actions each user is taking so
you can create and contact any segment
that’s important to your business.

Check if a certain person is a
power, middle-of-the-road, or
non user of a feature.

See raw data points by person so you
can double check users did what they
say they did.

Facilitate qualitative feedback from
users who belong to certain segments.
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Population creation

Activity Report showing beta usage by group
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INDICATOR 4

Your Team Spends More Time
Reading GA Support Docs Than
Creating Reports
If you can’t build the reports you need quickly or run them automatically, it’s time to graduate
from Google Analytics

Sometimes you get what you pay for. Google Analytics is free and as such, they don’t employ a staff
of people to ensure your analytics tool is properly
implemented and that you’re actually tracking what
you think you’re tracking. At one point or another,
every company runs into the situation where their
reports return what can only be described as “funny
numbers”. Based on your team’s knowledge of customer activity, or maybe seasonality, something just
doesn’t look right. What do you do? You, or a member of your team, hunt through the support docs for
Google Analytics and maybe you come up with an
answer, maybe you don’t. Either way, someone has
wasted a lot of time and you’re not sure if you can
trust and act on your data.

The issues created by the lack of support are compounded when you try to use Google Analytics for
more sophisticated, cross-device and person-based
tracking.
When you graduate to an analytics tool like
Kissmetrics, you invest in not only accurate data
that can be double-checked, but you invest in real
people who are ready to help. First, you get expert
implementation support so that you’re collecting
the correct data right off the bat. If anything looks
off, you can reach out for support via chat, phone or
email. Not to mention the detailed library of support
docs if you prefer to troubleshoot on your own.

Decisions Good Data Helps You to Make

What problems your
users are running into.

Which features you
should be building.

Bugs you need to fix.

Complaints you can put
on the backburner and
those you need to move
to high priority.

Where to invest your
marketing dollars.

Whether you should
actively go after a new
user segment.
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If you have Kissmetrics you can

Leverage implementation
specialists on the
Kissmetrics team to
make sure your analytics
is set up properly.

Get expert assistance in
deciding which reports you
will need for your business
going forward.

Chat with a real person
who can help you build out
a report or troubleshoot an
issue you’re seeing.

Support chat
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Conclusion
Gleaning insights from your product analytics application shouldn’t require a data scientist
or a fortune teller. It shouldn’t involve gut checks or drawing on memory. It should be as easy
as asking a question and running the right report to pinpoint the problem. In order for that
to be the case, you must employ a sophisticated, person-based analytics tool that tracks every action your users take. Without this level of detail, you’re building features hoping to get
lucky. Kissmetrics will not only help give you a 360 degree view of your business, it will help
you locate and solve problems with more precision and grow faster than your competitors.

